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Preparation and characterization Preparation and characterization 
of a new tethered bilayer lipid of a new tethered bilayer lipid 

membrane (membrane (tBLMtBLM) model ) model 
membrane systemmembrane system



Semi-permeable phospholipid bilayer
Hydrophobic and hydrophilic components
Membrane proteins and other molecules in 
biomembranes
Only lipids in model membranes

From Tanaka and Sackmann

Biological membranes vs. model membranesBiological membranes vs. model membranes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lipid bilayer: Hydrophilic phosphate heads, hydrophobic lipid tails

Biological membranes extremely complex, making it difficult to study protein-membrane interactions
	Separate cell compartments, form outer barrier
	Integral membrane proteins serve as transport mechanisms between inside and outside of cell

Model membranes composed of only lipids, such as charged or uncharged lipids (DPhyPC, etc.) and cholesterol
	Model membranes allow incorporation of proteins to study structure
	To study model systems, they must be placed on an electrically conductive solid support (gold-coated silicon wafers)
	Several ways to place membranes: directly on support, polymer cushion, free-floating

Disadvantages: no space between inner leaflet and support to allow incorporation of integral membrane proteins (direct placement), unstable (free-floating), incomplete bilayers (polymer cushion)



Tether molecule anchors 
bilayer to substrate
Aqueous reservoir
Membrane fluidity
Protein incorporation
Backfiller molecule 
β-mercaptoethanol (βME)

silicon

chromium
gold

bulk solvent

Tethered model membranesTethered model membranes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The solution!

Silicon wafers coated with chromium and gold

End of tether molecule is sulfur atom, so tethers are chemisorbed onto gold surface
Back-filler BME molecule decreases surface concentration of tether, prevents tethers from packing and increases submembrane hydration

Hydrophilic (poly-ethylene oxide) and hydrophobic (alkyl chains) portions of FC16 correspond with lipids and aqueous reservoir



MotivationMotivation
Understand interaction 
between lipid bilayer and 
membrane proteins
i.e. Alzheimer’s, HIV Gag 
protein

ObjectivesObjectives
Characterize and 
prepare model 
membranes on 
tethered systems
Reduce surface 
density of tethers 
while maintaining 
bilayer structure
Increase aqueous 
reservoir between 
membrane and 
substrate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cell membranes in biomimetic environment

Oligomers of protein associated with Alzheimer’s alter membrane properties and structure



WC14
14-carbon 
alkyl chains
6 ethylene-
oxide units

FC16
16-carbon 
alkyl chains
9 ethylene-
oxide units

Will FC16 increase sub-membrane space, or fall over like a “drunken sailor”?

Ellipsometry Contact angle Impedance 
spectroscopy

Neutron 
reflectometry

New tether FC16: Better than WC14?New tether FC16: Better than WC14?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tethers synthesized by David Vanderah

Alkyl chains in bilayer
Ethylene oxide has disordered structure (from IR spectroscopy), suggesting tethers won’t pack together
	More room for water



ethanol

Tethered Bilayer Lipid 
Membranes (tBLMs)

Rapid Solvent Exchange

Self-Assembled 
Monolayers

 
(SAMs)

Incubation with FC16/βME

DPhyPC

 

lipid used 
for bilayer formation

Sample PreparationSample Preparation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAMs:

0.2 mM solution of tethers/spacers, chemisorption onto gold surface
	However, not all tethers stand straight up immediately
	First stage of chemisorption: lying flat
	Second: lay over each other
	Third: as surface is filled, molecules pushed into standing position

After incubation, bilayer formed on tethered system
	Ways to form bilayer: Langmuir-Blodgett, vesicle fusion
	Way used: Rapid solvent exchange
		Wafer incubated with lipid solution for 10 min
		Ethanol rapidly exchanged with buffer (much faster than animation)
		Lipids that are insoluble in buffer precipitate onto surface, forming bilayer



PRINCIPLE
Reflect polarized light
Thickness of thin films

EXPERIMENT
Different proportions 
of FC16:βME SAMs

RESULTS
FC16 SAM 10 Å thicker
Time independence of 
SAM formation

EllipsometryEllipsometry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Detection of polarized light reflected off of sample yields information on thickness of SAM

Lines on graph not fit, just guidelines

At 100% FC16, thickness around 43 A, approximately 10 A thicker than WC14

Constant thickness between 50% and 100%-- 
	Stronger interactions (van der waals) between tethers favors adsorption of tether to surface, exclude bme
	maybe able to sustain bilayer at lower proportions of FC16?

Lack on linearity at lower proportions may be due to molecules not being in full upright position
	Large patches of BME – ellipsometry takes average height of surface


SAMs fully formed minutes after incubation, measurements taken after 1h (not shown) generated similar results



θ

PRINCIPLE
Angle of air/liquid 
interface at surface 
Hydrophobicity of SAM

EXPERIMENT
Different proportions 
of FC16:βME SAMs

RESULTS
FC16 hydrophobic at 
low proportions

Contact AngleContact Angle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Measure of hydrophobicity of surface, in this case the SAM
Using goniometer, align crosshairs of instrument so that they are tangent with air/liquid interface

Plateau between 50% and 100% supports ellipsometry results

FC16, even at low proportions, has strong hydrophobic effect
	Sharp drop between 10% and 0% (all BME)





PRINCIPLE
Bilayer acts as a 
capacitor
Defects in bilayer lower 
resistance

EXPERIMENT
Different proportions 
of FC16: βME SAMs
and bilayers (focus on 
low FC16: βME ratios)

Electrochemical Impedance Electrochemical Impedance 
SpectroscopySpectroscopy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connect bilayer to electrodes, run current through electrodes and measure capacitance of the bilayer and resistance through defects in bilayer

If we model bilayer and gold surface as capacitor, capacitance indicates completeness of bilayer
Any defects in bilayer decrease resistance through system
	High resistance indicates few holes in bilayer

Goal: Low ratio of tethers to backfiller, high resistance, low capacitance
	Large aqueous reservoir, highly hydrated to allow room for protein incorporation
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100% FC16, 0% BME

 

75% FC16, 25% BME

 

50% FC16, 50% BME

 

40% FC16, 60% BME

 

35% FC16, 65% BME

 

30% FC16, 70% BME

 

25% FC16, 75% BME

 

20% FC16, 80% BME

 

15% FC16, 85% BME

 

10% FC16, 90% BME

Resistance of defects: FC16 vs. WC14
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Capacitance of bilayer: FC16 vs. WC14
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Electrochemical Impedance Electrochemical Impedance 
SpectroscopySpectroscopy

RESULTS
FC16 has lower 
capacitance, higher 
resistance than WC14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cole-cole plot shows capacitance of bilayer and resistance
	Small diameter of semi-circle indicates smaller capacitance
		Perfect semi-circle indicate near-ideal insulating dielectric layer
	Longer tails indicate more defects in bilayer
		Ex. 100 and 70% have no tails – perfectly insulating bilayer
		10 and 15% have longer, curved tails – presence of defects, but compared to other techniques, still good bilayer, 

Compared to WC14, higher resistance and lower capacitance

Neutron reflectometry can determine exact thickness of submembrane space, hydration, ideal ratio of tethers to spacer
	To choose candidates for reflectometry, look at resistance greater than 100 mega-ohms





PRINCIPLE + OBJECTIVE
Intensity and angle of 
reflected neutron beam 
give neutron scattering 
length densities
Solvent contrasts
Characterize structure, 
determine hydration

EXPERIMENT
30 mol % and 15 mol % 
FC16, DPhyPC bilayer

Neutron ReflectometryNeutron Reflectometry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Neutron beam hits sample and reflected into detector
Angles of sample and detector can be adjusted
Solvent contrasts indicate position of aqueous reservoir

Wet cell: sample wafer sandwiched between two silicon wafers
Inlet and outlet tubes for solvent exchange

Neutron “sees” different elements differently – scattering length densities
	Using different solvent contrasts which have different SLDs (water, D2O, CM4), can determine thickness of submembrane space and the amount of hydration

	
	






RESULTS
Complete bilayer, only 
minimal hydration of 
inner leaflet
30 mol % FC16: 21 Å
aqueous reservoir
At 15 mol %, 19 Å thick
Tether region >50% 
hydration

Reflectivity curves, fit and nSLD

 

profile of the 30:70 FC16:βME sample completed with DPhyPC.

Reflectivity curves, fit and nSLD

 

profile of the 15:85 FC16:βME sample completed with DPhyPC.

Neutron ReflectometryNeutron Reflectometry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflectivity curves measure amount of reflection of neutrons against momentum transfer (angle at which beam hits sample)

Scattering length density profiles indicate hydration of system
	Where scattering length densities differ, presence of solvent

Since two proportions only differ in thickness of reservoir, but have same amount of hydration, 30% is ideal FC16 proportion



gold tether lipid bilayer bulk solvent

Neutron ReflectometryNeutron Reflectometry

H2 O D2 O CM4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Box model shows how tethered system corresponds with scattering length density profile



FC16 WC14
43 Ellipsometric

 

thickness of 100% tethered SAM (Å) 33

0.67 Capacitance of bilayer at 30% tether (μF cm−2

 

s(α−1)) 0.87

132 Resistance of defects in bilayer at 30% tether (kΩ

 

cm2) 93

21 Submembrane

 

space thickness at 30% tether with bilayer (Å) 13

54 Hydration of submembrane

 

space at 30% tether (vol

 

%) 64

100 Bilayer completeness (outer leaflet) at 30% tether (%) 98

Compared to WC14, FC16 
increases submembrane

 
space and is able to support 
a more completed bilayer

The final showdown: FC16 vs. WC14The final showdown: FC16 vs. WC14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thicker SAM
Lower capacitance, can form complete bilayer
Higher resistance, so fewer defects in bilayer
Larger aqueous reservoir
Volume fraction of solvent in submembrane space in same range as WC14
Roughly same bilayer completeness




Use of FC16 for studies 
on structure and 
function of 
biomembranes

Further characterization 
of FC16 tBLMs with 
other lipids, esp. 
charged lipids

Future WorkFuture Work
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Presentation Notes
Longer chains (Van der Waals interactions) favorable to bilayer formation with charged lipids
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Questions?Questions?
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